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ABSTRACT
New technologies that will be introduced to the Internet should be
practically tested for effectiveness and for side effects. A realistic
environment that simulates the Internet is needed to experimentally
test such technologies, which will be widely deployed on the Inter-
net. To support experimentation in a realistic, Internet-like environ-
ment, we are now trying to construct an Internet on a testbed. We
describe our method of constructing an Internet-like environment
on the testbed in [1]. In the prototype system of our method, an esti-
mated inter-AS network, which are outfitted by several topology fil-
tering rules described in [2], are achieved in a testbed environment
with multiplexing by XEN virtualization. In this demonstration, we
try to construct an over 10,000-AS network on StarBED [3], with
multiplexing more than 60 virtual nodes on a physical server, and
we visualize the eBGP behavior on the constructed AS network.
We also explain the detail of our method on a small testbed demo
set.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.2 [Computer Communication Networks]: Network Proto-
cols—Protocol Verification

General Terms
Experimentation
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1. GOALS OF THE DEMO AND THE BA-
SIC IDEA THAT IT SUPPORTS

The Internet is a very large scale distributed environment and be-
comes a mission critical infrastructure. When a new technology is
introduced to the Internet, the new technology must be thoroughly
tested using an actual implementation, for precision to make sure
that the new technology operates as designed and that the new tech-
nology has no adverse effects on other parts of the Internet.

Because the Internet currently consists of more than 30,000 ad-
vertised ASs [4] and 500 millions hosts [5], an experiment with
emulation of the partial / whole Internet such as Multiple-Origin
Autonomous System (MOAS) [6] needs massive multiple nodes
even when the topological scale-down techniques [7] is employed.
Of course several network simulator approaches have been pro-
posed [8, 9], an emulation environment is required for testing soft-
ware with the actual events of OS or network I/O.

Figure 1: Multiplexing AS nodes on a physical server

To provide an Internet-like emulated environment for testing the
software of a large-scale distributed system, we are now trying
to construct an estimated inter-AS network on a large scale net-
work emulation testbed such as StarBED [3]. As shown in fig-
ure 1, our emulation method multiplexes nodes on physical servers
by XEN virtualization according to our resource allocation method
described in [1]. In our resource allocation method, an AS node,
which plays an emulated AS, is allocated to a physical server or
a virtual machine according the number of eBGP neighbors of the
node, and the required memory is assigned to deal with BGP table.
The configuration of quagga bgpd with a route-map is automati-
cally generated from the estimated-AS topology by AnyBed [10].
The characteristic of our inter-AS network emulation method is a
layer 3 topological emulation, due to the limited number of 802.1Q
VLAN Number and the specifications of the facilities on the StarBED [3].
Each AS node has multiple IPv4/IPv6 interfaces created by IP alias
technique, and connects to a single layer 2 network for exchanging
eBGP routing information and routing packets among ASs.

A user can test his / her software on the emulated inter-AS net-
work in two ways; one is that a user installs his / her software in
physical servers and connects these physical servers to the emulated
inter-AS network as end nodes or as routing nodes. The other is
that a user compiles his / her software into a virtual machine image
and tests his / her software on routing nodes of the emulated inter-
AS network. In ACM SIGCOMM 2008 demonstration, we demon-
strated the way to use the emulated inter-AS network [11] while we
were debugging our application [12]. On that time, we constructed
two 600-node-scale emulated inter-AS network on StarBED. We



Figure 2: AS topology Jan. 2009 (32-bit AS Number)

Figure 3: Testbed Demo Set

ran and corrected the debug logs of our application by NFS and
SYSLOG, and we visualized the messaging events in real time with
remote KVM and several visualization tools.

2. DEMONSTRATION SUMMARY
On the demonstration in ACM SIGCOMM 2009, we try to con-

struct the whole IPv4 estimated inter-AS topology (32-bit AS Num-
bers) measured by CAIDA project [13] on StarBED. The size of the
estimated inter-AS topology will be over 30,000 ASs (the figure 2
shows the whole estimated inter-AS network topology at 22nd,
Jan., 2009 that is composed of 31,901 ASs). Different from the
demonstration in ACM SIGCOMM 2008 [11], we now have sev-
eral scalability problems on our visualization methods for debug-
ging uses. However, we try to visualize the BGP behavior on the
estimated inter-AS topology as a live demonstration.

Besides the demonstration of emulating a huge inter-AS net-
work, we explain the detail of our VM multiplexing approach with
a small scale testbed demo set shown in Fig. 3. Through this demon-
stration, we would like to get feedback from the audience about
our emulation methods and more better visualization approaches
or tools for using the whole estimated inter-AS network as a test-
and-debug environment.
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